Abstract

In this paper we analyze the collaborative activity of grade 5-6 students’ as they work on computer-simulated physics problems. We compare two groups; both similarly supported in a basic science-discourse structure, but with that structure embedded in different contexts. The first context is face-to-face, small-group interactions; the second is face-to-face and CSILE (Computer Supported Intentional learning Environments) interactions. The CSILE interactions place emphasis on individual contributions to a communal effort. We argue that CSILE has special affordances for active monitoring and regulation of students’ own and others’ ideas and actions. Accordingly, dividing time between asynchronous work in CSILE and face-to-face conversation would result in more monitoring and reflection of ideas than face-to-face interactions alone. Ten groups of three students each worked for 12 weeks on a unit ‘Gravity and the Solar System,’ designing experiments and testing hypotheses on two problems: ‘What affects how things fall’ and ‘What affects the path of satellites/comets.’ Analyses of videotape recordings and transcripts of conversations indicated that in the CSILE plus face-to-face condition, as compared to the face-to-face only condition, students engaged in more reflective activity. CSILE’s affordances for monitoring and reflection appeared to be responsible for a more even distribution of individual and collaborative inquiry and more self- and other-regulation.
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Introduction
Monitoring and regulation, time honored cognitive processes, have received considerable attention in the research on learning and cognition (e.g., Dewey, 1933; Brown, 1978, 1987; Brown & Campione, 1990a; Brown & Palinscar, 1989; Flavell, 1981; Howe, 1990; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1992). Recent research has illuminated ways in which scientists monitor and evaluate the work of their collaborators and how that facilitates progress within their local scientific community (Dunbar, 1995). Similarly, if students studying science are to make progress in their understanding, they too need to collaborate in a manner which affords each member an opportunity to monitor and evaluate not only their own ideas and actions, but others’ ideas and actions. Scardamalia, Bereiter & Lamon, 1994 provide an account of intentional knowledge construction at the group level, and argue for a shift in focus to jointly constructed public knowledge. The present research seeks to contribute to this body of work an analysis of interaction patterns and collaborative computer environments that support monitoring and evaluation of the work of a collaborator, and create a productive mix of individual-personal and group-consensual processes in support of knowledge advancement.

This analysis focuses on the complex interactions between oral and written modes of collaboration, and synchronous and asynchronous interaction, highlighting the linkages between collaborative computer environments, discourse, and microworlds. We proceed by examining the literature on metacognition and metaprocedural processes, emphasizing the special advantages of written discourse for supporting reflection in different computer mediated environments. We also explore the benefits and pitfalls of (a) having groups of users gather in twos and threes around a single computer that serves as a conversational hub, with students working collaboratively the whole time, and (b) students splitting time between personal computer-mediated work and face-to-face interactions. We argue that flexible movement between private and public construction of knowledge and asynchronous and synchronous modes of communication facilitates monitoring and evaluation of one’s own and their collaborators’ work, and that the design and evaluation of learning environments needs to address interactions of technologies and modes of discourse. Specifically this research tests our hypothesis that the particular mix of technologies and discourse inherent in the use of CSILE facilitates metaprocesses.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, two conditions are examined. Both employ identical supports to enhance scientific discourse and both employ identical microworlds for investigating ‘Gravity and the Solar System.’ In the condition we refer to as the face-to-face condition, students work collaboratively to create joint explanations, plans, research results, and interpretations, with no personal time on the computer. In contrast, the CSILE condition encouraged students to contribute individual explanations, plans, research results, and interpretations to a community workspace, where ideas are then available for further discussion, either through additional written entries to the CSILE environment or through conversations. In the CSILE condition, as in everyday uses of CSILE, computers are arranged close to one another so students are able to divide their time easily between personal computer time and face-to-face interchanges. Both conditions are examined in light of their potential for making students’ ideas and actions visible, accessible, and objects of sustained inquiry.

Meta-Processes
Flavell (1981) offered a model of cognitive monitoring, highlighting metacognitive strategies used to monitor one’s own cognitive activities. Brown (1987) identified two types of metacognitive knowledge: knowledge about cognition, and knowledge about regulation of cognition. Knowledge about cognition is stable, fallible and rather late in developing, and is necessary for reflecting on the products of one’s cognitive activity. Knowledge about regulation
of cognition is used to regulate and oversee strategic action such as planning, checking and monitoring of cognition. Brown further argued that self-regulation is a necessary component of active learning.

Bereiter and Scardamalia propose an account of expertise in which regulatory processes form the basis of continual improvement (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993). Expertise is an extension of the processes of intentional learners (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1989), viewed within broader social contexts. Mindfulness (Salomon, 1989) is another construct that has been used to characterize the special and powerful monitoring and regulatory processes deemed central to effective learning.

In all of this work there is attention to social processes proposed by Vygotsky (1978). Dunbar (1995) described one example of the social basis for cognition. In a study of research scientists’ individual and collaborative activity, he discovered that the way unexpected data were related to hypotheses differed depending on whether the scientist acted alone or with his/her research group. If the scientist was alone, the unexpected data were generally attributed to experimental error. However, if the unexpected data were presented in a research meeting, other scientists tended to monitor the experimental process, assessing whether it was flawed. If it was not, the unexpected data generally forced a revision of the hypothesis. This process illustrates the critical role of collaborative settings in monitoring and regulatory processes. However, it is not only beneficial to monitor and regulate cognitive processes, one must also attend to overt processes.

An extension of metacognitive processes to the monitoring and regulation of procedures, or metaprocedural processes was discussed by Karmiloff-Smith (1992). Metaprocedural processes occur when procedures originally intended to operationalize goals become the input to discourse about procedures. Metaprocedural processes are important, for example, when one is planning and conducting experiments, or when the discussion is about one’s own or others’ experimental procedures.

For Dewey (1933) monitoring and reflection are part of the same fabric. The interconnectedness of these processes and their role in advancing the thinking of young students was demonstrated in a study of written composition (Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Steinbach, 1984). Writing generally has been viewed as a medium for reflection, with inherent supports for monitoring ideas (Olson, 1994; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987) making writing a potentially powerful metaprocedural medium.

Below we discuss efforts to enhance schoolwork by adding a reflective layer to school tasks. The work reported serves as backdrop for our own efforts with Computer Supported Intentional Learning Environments (CSILE). Our goal in the design of CSILE is to restructure classroom discourse (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1992; Scardamalia and Bereiter, in press), and, to enhance self-regulatory processes and to make them an integral part of school life. New knowledge media help make this possible, and the experiment reported below represents our effort to clarify issues central to design and use of knowledge media to support metaprocesses.

This study aims to look more directly at the hypothesis that the distinctive contribution CSILE makes results from increases in self- and other-regulation. Before setting out these hypotheses in greater detail, we look briefly at efforts to enhance face-to-face conversations, as CSILE’s presumed role in preparing students to better engage in face-to-face conversation is part of what is at issue.
Computers as Conversational Hubs

Conversations around the computer represent significant learning moments, and it has been argued that wise classroom design would have students clustered around a single computer rather than working separately (Bruce & Rubin, 1993). Separate computers, according to this view, lessen opportunities for peer interaction and discourage consensus-making efforts. This assumption is inherent in the arrangement of typical technologically advanced North American classrooms, where students use computer technology to simulate laboratory experiments (e.g., Howe, 1990; Pea, 1991) and have small groups of students gather about one computer running a science microworld. Students attempt to construct their understanding of concepts directly from their interactions with and about the simulation.

Research suggests that the interchanges that result (1) foster progressive scientific discussion among students about what will happen (e.g., Howe, 1990); and (2) promote conceptual change and improved understanding when the small groups comprise students with differing preconceptions or ideas about the concepts represented (e.g., Howe, 1990). These and other research findings also suggest limitations with this arrangement. In unstructured conversational interchanges students’ investigations center around outcomes rather than systematic efforts to understand concepts (Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991); and students often have similar preconceptions about a phenomenon, which makes it less likely that talk alone will advance their understanding.

There are other, more global problems with classroom conversations that need to be addressed if we are to support more reflection through them. In contrast to written text, the more ephemeral ideas of conversation make review and revision of ideas relatively difficult, and the fast pace of conversation favors presentation of ideas in forms that come to mind quickly. Classroom talk is especially limiting of reflective thought, with the average time provided for response after a question is asked reported at 1 second (??--[who] cited previously--check 1 second ). Yet another problem with classroom conversations is dominance hierarchies (Cohen, 1991). There are talkers and non-talkers, and ideas of more outspoken contributors dominate.

In order to enhance what can be learned from computer simulations, experiments in restructuring discourse around them have been conducted. For example, researchers have provided a structure which requires students to collaboratively plan experiments, predict outcomes, reconcile outcomes with predictions, and form conclusions (e.g., Linn & Burbules, 1993). This kind of a structure improves students’ integration of data with their theories, facilitating more general, scientific understanding. These environments combine microworlds and a scientific structure to facilitate face-to-face collaboration, and thus to enhance monitoring and reflection in a scientific context. For the rest of this paper we refer to this framework as the face-to-face condition. The scientific structure of the discourse is supported through a proforma, to be described below.

We contrast this enhanced face-to-face condition with a CSILE condition that makes use of the same proforma, but embeds it into the discourse around the computer simulation activities in a different way. To understand the CSILE enhancement we review a study of high-and-low intentional learners, a study that was important in informing us of the role that CSILE needed to play in enhancing classroom conversations.

Reflective Processes in Conversation

A study of conversational interactions of intentional learners was conducted in a class of adult Anglophones studying French, and was made possible by each student agreeing to wear a microphone and to think aloud while engaged in French lessons. Students whispered their thoughts into the microphone at times when they were not directly engaged in the
interchanges, so thoughts surrounding interactions, as well as direct contributions to those interactions were recorded (Corbeil, 1989). Results showed that the highly intentional minority members of the group treated every interaction as if it were directed personally to them. Accordingly, in the seconds before and after someone was called on to respond to a question, the intentional learner constructed a response. After the intended respondent replied, and the response was elaborated, the intentional learner reviewed data from all sources, making a mental note of what they had learned from their own and others’ engagement in the interchange. For the less intentional students, the times surrounding their direct engagement in conversation was far less productive, marked either by no evident mental activity, off-task activity, or anxiety (conveyed through statements such as “Oh, I hope she doesn’t ask me to answer!”).

This experiment demonstrated how highly intentional learners do much of what is hypothesized to occur through writing. First, they construct an explicit, individual response, against which other input is contrasted. In doing so they dramatically increase the time committed to learning, using every classroom interchange as an opportunity to build their knowledge, rather than waiting for “their turn.” Second, they do work mentally that might be done with greater ease and perhaps more precision if there were written records making it easier to reflect on the contributions of all group members without needing to keep everything in mind.

CSILE aims to provide for all students the personal time and space that these highly intentional learners find for themselves in conversations. Whether CSILE participants work at the same or different times, from the same or different locations, or enter single notes or group discussions, they contribute separate written entries. These contributions are to a common forum rather than to a single, shared document, and as part of that forum they serve as objects for further inquiry. In sum, CSILE aims to do something that these highly intentional learners cannot accomplish in the conversational mode, and that is to make the results of their mental activity available to the whole community. If it accomplishes this we should see an advantage for students engaged in CSILE along the following dimensions:

1. Monitoring own ideas
2. Monitoring ideas of others
3. Coordinating the ideas of all participants to create a more integrated framework for their work

We hypothesize that students using CSILE will move further along the metaprocedural dimension from self-regulation to other regulation than students using enhanced face-to-face interactions. The CSILE students were not provided more time to do additional layers of activity, but rather had to split their time between the quiet moments in which they worked alone and the more interactive consensus-making time. The face-to-face students, in contrast, were more actively engaged in conversations at all points in the process.

In considering the design for this study it is important to note that the key demonstration is movement along a metaprocedural dimension from self-monitoring, to considering ideas in light of those presented by others, and finally to coordinating the work of various participants in an effort to create a more cohesive whole.

More personal ideation, with subsequent reflection in light of the work of others, should be favored by having students record their own, separately developed ideas before they move into consensual processes. This situation is fostered in the CSILE environment in which each student has personal space embedded in a communal workspace. Accordingly, each participant needs access to a computer, just as each participant of a conversation needs to be co-present. The interaction of synchronous and asynchronous processes that we aim to achieve with the CSILE condition is much like that of the highly intentional learners who combine independent and interactional processes in the course of face-to-face conversations. It is hypothesized that the combination of individual plus collaborative workspaces and the permanent and retrievable nature of ideas afforded by CSILE will enable more effective oral interchanges about students’
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ideas and experiments; accordingly, there will be an increased level of meta-processes in the
CSILE condition.
In contrast, in the face-to-face condition we mirror the successfully scaffolded scientific
discourse condition reported by Linn. The issues to be addressed are not bivariate issues: one
condition versus another, availability of one computer versus many computers, oral versus
written discourse, or conversation versus computer time. Indeed, we argue that it is better to
avoid thinking of these as distinct, controllable variables. Instead, increased possibilities for
monitoring and reflection result from the seamless integration of personal and communal
processes, and the timely movement from one type of interchange to another. Accordingly, the
design considers two approaches, both with prior and substantial results to recommend them, in
an effort to determine the extent to which we are able to affect change along the
metaprocedural dimension of monitoring one’s own ideas, to monitoring others’ ideas, to
coordinating one’s own and others’ activity to achieve some greater whole.

Method

Subjects
Thirty students of one intact grade five/six elementary classroom participated in this study.
The students were from a middle-class, urban, elementary school. The class was part of the
ongoing CSILE research program. Students varied in their experience with CSILE, over 50%
having almost one school year of experience, the rest having exposure in previous years.
The teacher was familiar with the research proposed and with the researcher, and
volunteered participation. He had taught a unit titled "Gravity and the Solar System" on
numerous occasions.

Materials

Computer Equipment: All experimental work took place in a classroom with eight networked
Macintosh II computers, all with fourteen-inch color displays, and one server, a Macintosh
Quadra. The computers were in the classroom and were networked using Ethernet and running
the Macintosh Operating System, version 6.1.7.

Physics Simulations: As noted above, this research took place as part of the unit, Gravity and
the Solar System. Within this unit, experiments and exploration were carried out on two
problems: "What affects how things fall" and "What affects the path of satellites/comets." Computer
simulations for each problem, were developed by the first author using the
simulation package, Interactive Physics TM.

Network Software: CSILE, a client-server collaborative database system was running on all
computers. The CSILE “theory” scaffold was replaced by a scaffold—hereafter electronic
proforma—designed to support scientific discourse around experimental work. The proforma
supported students in writing notes about goals and predictions for their proposed experimental
work, recording experimental tests and results, and producing summary statements of what was
learned from the experiment.

Pencil-and-Paper Proforma: In the face-to-face condition, students had a folder of pencil and
paper proformas, forms on which students could record the same information as the students in
the CSILE condition. For the rest of this paper this form will be referred to as the pencil-and-
paper proforma.

The Recording Equipment: All of the sessions were both audio- and video-
recorded. Each of the members of a group had a lapel microphone. The video was a
standard VHS system while the audio portion of the video used a proximal zone microphone (PZM).

The Experimental Setting
For the CSILE condition, the students worked in groups of three and each student had access to a computer. The computers were all running the physics-simulation environment and CSILE. The electronic proforma was accessed from within CSILE. The students were seated next to each other. For the face-to-face session, all students gathered about one Macintosh running the physics simulation, and had a folder of pencil-and-paper proformas.

Design
All students worked on the problem ‘What affects how things fall’ first, and ‘What affects the path of satellites/comets’ second. Half the students worked in the CSILE condition first and the face-to-face condition second; the other half worked in the opposite order. The design is an incomplete between/within design with two factors, (1) Discourse framework: CSILE/face-to-face, and (2) problem, ‘What affects how things fall’ and ‘What affects the path of satellites/comets’. This design allows us to assess the affordances of CSILE and face-to-face conditions with respect to meta-processes.

Procedure
Overview
The experiment was carried out over a twelve-week period. In that time, the students were assigned to groups, learned to use the simulations and enter data and ideas into the proforma, and had three experimental sessions on both problems; ‘What affects how things fall’ and ‘What affects the path of satellites /comets’ (students choose to focus on either comets or satellites in the second problem).

Assignment to Groups
Thirty students worked in groups of three. The students choose their own groups with minor adjustments from their teacher. Group membership was fixed over the course of the investigation. The ten triads were randomly assigned to one of the two discourse framework conditions.

Training
All the students were introduced to simulations and procedures by the first author and the teacher for the physics problem using a pre-experimental simulation on, ‘What affects the time of the swing of the pendulum’. Each group had one training session in using the simulation, setting variables, reading times and resetting the simulation and completing proformas. Each group also had two experimental sessions with the pendulum problem, one with CSILE and one in the face-to-face condition. Each session lasted between 35 to 45 minutes. There was a minimum of 24 hours and a maximum of 3 days between sessions. All groups went through the same procedure using identical materials.
**CSILE Condition**

For the CSILE condition, students used CSILE to record, store and retrieve all their work. The students worked for three sessions, each lasting between 35 and 45 minutes. For the first two sessions, the students started each session with one, consensual, high-level goal. Subsequently they each planned, made predictions, executed experiments and explained what they had learned. Finally, each of the first two sessions ended with students developing one consensual conclusion. The third session was the same, but at the end, rather than writing a conclusion for the session, the students completed a consensual conclusion and synthesis of all three sessions. They articulated and individually entered their plan and prediction into CSILE. They did so on their own computer, sitting near their collaborators. Experiments were conducted using the simulations described above. The students worked together as they chose, i.e., they could work alone or collaboratively. Oral exchanges were frequent and important in completing the problem. The teacher was available to answer conceptual (physics) questions in both conditions. All sessions were both video- and audio-taped by the researcher.

**Face-to-Face Condition**

In the face-to-face condition, the same procedure was followed with the following exceptions: the students used the pencil-and-paper proforma to record their plans, predictions, experimental test results, and summaries; and, they jointly ran experiments and entered information arrived at through consensus into proformas.

**Data and Measures**

The data came from the transcribed oral discourse of the students while they were doing their experiments in CSILE and in the face-to-face conditions.

**Unit of Analysis**

In order to score the oral discourse, transcripts were parsed according to the type of operation in which the students were involved. A simplified notion of exchange structure was used. An exchange was defined as an initiation plus all the utterances following until another initiation occurs. Interrater agreement was over 83% for two independent raters on over 25% of the dataset, randomly selected to assess reliability.

A first-pass on each oral exchange was used to extract the metaprocedural content of students’ discourse. To accomplish this each oral exchange was categorized as metaprocedural (monitoring, reflecting, and coordinating work to set up and interpret experimental tests) or other (social interchanges, repeating instructions, or off-task activity). Interrater agreement was over 87% for two-independent raters on over 25% of the dataset, randomly selected to assess reliability.

**Meta-Process Analysis**

The oral discourse exchanges that were scored as meta-process oriented were broken down into three categories corresponding to those presented in the introduction to this paper:

1. Monitoring Own ideas
2. Monitoring ideas of others
3. Coordinating the ideas of all participants to create a more integrated framework for their work

Interrater agreement was over 89% for two, independent raters on over 25% of the dataset, randomly selected to assess reliability.

Below we present selected sections of discourse to highlight the metaprocesses of interest. Quantitative data on a larger dataset is presented in a subsequent section after case-study data are elaborated.

**Examples of Student Discourse**
Discourse About Ideas

The discourse presented is from one group of three students, working first on the problem, ‘What affects how things fall’ for the face-to-face condition, and ‘What affects the path of the satellite/comet’ for the CSILE condition. Each student’s name has been replaced with the letter A, B, or C. The relationship between the letter and the specific student is preserved as these students move from the face-to-face to the CSILE condition. The discourse is presented as related sets of face-to-face exchanges separated by a blank line (sequences) with a short description/discussion of each sequence and the proforma entry (if any).

**Face-to-face Interchanges**

In the following example the group is beginning a new trial for the experiment on shapes. Note C’s direct use of proforma questions (in bold) to structure the discussion. B responds with a comment specifying the causal variable, shape, which the group plans to test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>What are we trying to find out?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>OK. Let me try to find it. OK. What are we trying to find out?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>The shape affects the speed that it has.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>If the speed affects it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>We are trying to find out if the shape affects the speed of the object.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CSILE-Supported Technologies**

The following example is from the beginning of a session in which students are establishing individual goals and experiments. Student B monitors what the others are doing (#1), and
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attempts to monitor whether a particular type of experimentation is going on (#3 & #4). Next, the three students are trying to coordinate their work (#6 on). In particular, student B helps ensure that they are not duplicating past work, and that they distribute responsibilities in moving toward their overall goal.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B So what are you guys trying to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C What?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B Are we all going to be doing the same experiments?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B Are we all going to be doing the same experiments? Or ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A We are not going to do the exact same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B C, why don’t you try to find out if the speed causes the satellite to go into the planet. And A try ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C Direction. I will try direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>B Direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>B And what should I try? Mass? I will try mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A Okay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>B Mass of the satellite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A Okay, then I have to change the direction. I will just leave it always at north.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C No, I am doing the direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A I know. (separated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>B Actually A, we know that if the direction ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C Yes ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B We know the speed and direction so I will have to try mass and ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>A I will do mass of the planet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>B I will do mass of the satellite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C Then what do I do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C I will do the direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>B Direction? Okay.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following this interaction, A goes on to do a series of experiments on the planet mass, B performs a series of experiments on the mass of the comet, and C does a series of experiments on direction.

In this next example, A has completed three trials. From the first to the second trial he varied only the mass of the planet. He reported different results (the first went into the planet, the second made an elliptical orbit). Between the second and third trials he changed the planet mass back to earth and increased the speed of the orbit from 4.8 to 10 rotations per day. A then reported that the satellite went into space. Orally, A reports his results (1), that the mass does not matter; B responds that the results were different on the two trials of the experiment (#3). Further, B leads A through the steps needed to get there (#4 & #5). When A reports that he changed the speed, B responds by explaining that one must control all the variables but one, or else “it will be a completely different effect” (#9 & #10). Here we can see the pursuit of individual goals, a visible trace of lines of reasoning and a record of experimental trials. A’s work is visible to B and available to all parties participating in the database. This is exemplified in the students’ discussions about whether or not mass matters. As a result of this interaction, B, after looking through A’s experiments, explains to A that he did change the
mass and therefore the mass matters. So we can say that B’s monitoring of A led A to change his judgment, making progress in their joint understanding.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A It's not the mass, really.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B But it collided the first time, and the second time it went right around.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A That might have been just because of something else I did.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B What did you do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B Did you change anything in the second time except the mass?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A Okay, this is what we can do. Same thing for distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A Same thing for ... oh, speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A It could be the speed does affect it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>B Did you change the speed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>B You shouldn't have done that. You should have kept them the same all through the experiments except for the mass. Because it will be a completely different effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>B You definitely changed the mass. I think the mass affects it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A Yahoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>B a lot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A Yes, if it is the planet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the CSILE examples, the structure of discourse is quite different from the face-to-face discourse (of course the excerpts were chosen to exemplify such differences). Student B is either monitoring others' oral and written discourse or commenting on their individual actions. In CSILE, students can pursue individual experiments, leaving a trace of that process. Their actions are visible to the other members of the group. Students can benefit from monitoring others and from being monitored. The second example is particularly illustrative of this phenomenon. Student A had performed controlled experiments on speed and mass. However, it was difficult for him to interpret the data. When A made a claim which was incorrect, B could view A’s work and help A walk through the data and rework his interpretation.

These examples illustrate the function of oral discourse in the face-to-face and the CSILE conditions. In the face-to-face condition, B dominated the discussion, contributing the only explanation by proposing the control-of-variables scheme and proposing the explanations about causal variables. C only occasionally contributed, and A contributed little or no discourse. In a sense, the session progressed along B’s proposed goals and his proposed experiments. In addition, there was heavy use of the structure of the proforma in the students’ discourse. The proforma language was appropriated in the students’ discourse to structure their sentences rather than to facilitate reflective inquiry. We argue that because students did not pursue individual goals and experiments in the face-to-face condition and thus were not able to examine others’ ideas and data, there were few examples of meta-processes in their oral discourse.

In contrast, with CSILE mediated discourse, we see efforts to coordinate work and to ensure goals are complimentary rather than redundant. In addition, the proforma was used to enable individuals to record and make available their ideas and actions, providing permanent and retrievable records of those ideas. Thus, increased levels of monitoring and evaluation of each other’s ideas and actions were possible. This results in a greater number of meta-processes in their discourse. Recalling the hypothesis for this research the combination of *individual* plus
collaborative workspaces and the permanent and retrievable nature of the contributed ideas encourages oral discourse about students’ ideas and experiments. These examples illustrate significant amounts of discourse about students’ ideas and actions arising from the CSILE condition. In an effort to provide more convincing and generalizable evidence, we discuss the larger dataset, and provide quantitative evidence in support of the results suggested by the case study.

Quantitative Analysis of the Dataset
This section compares the oral discourse of the students in the face-to-face condition with that of students in the CSILE condition analyzing the proportion of meta-process exchanges for each group. A comparison of means using a paired t-test revealed that in the CSILE condition, as compared to the face-to-face condition, there were more exchanges scored as metaprocedural. The difference between conditions was significant $t(7)=2.36, p<0.03$ (see Figure 1), indicating a higher proportion of meta-processes in the CSILE condition as compared to the face-to-face condition.

The role of the proforma was examined across the two conditions to determine if it influenced oral discourse. Each time the student used proforma terminology, either repeating or paraphrasing a statement from the proforma (as opposed to contributing a statement of their own), they were scored as using proforma terminology. The score was the proportion of oral exchanges for each group scored as proforma terminology. An analysis revealed that in the face-to-face condition there was a trend toward more proforma terminology $t(7)=2.36, p<.088$ (marginally significant) (see Figure 2).

To examine whether monitoring of others’ ideas that we saw in the CSILE example reported above was a general feature of the CSILE condition, meta-process exchanges were divided into the three categories set out in the introduction:

1. Monitoring own ideas;
2. Monitoring ideas of others; and,
3. Coordinating the ideas of all participants to create a more integrated framework for their work.

The score was the proportion of exchanges for each category. The analysis showed that there were similar amounts of self monitoring in both conditions, and little coordinating of others in either condition. However, there were significantly more events where one member of the group monitored another’s ideas or actions in the CSILE as compared to the face-to-face condition $t(7)=77.2, p<.01$ (see Figure 3).

In summary, there is a higher proportion of meta-process oriented exchanges and a lower proportion of proforma-statements in the CSILE condition than in the face-to-face condition. Additionally, an investigation of monitoring activities indicates that students are more likely to monitor others’ ideas and experiments when using CSILE. In the face-to-face condition, they are more likely to monitor their own ideas and past work.

Discussion
Quantitative data support case-study results, suggesting differences between the face-to-face and CSILE conditions. In the face-to-face condition, students reviewed their own ideas, but there was little evidence of students’ monitoring others’ ideas or actions. The proforma proved to be more of a crutch than a facilitator of regulatory processes. There was also evidence of the dominance hierarchies in the case study results, with one student guiding the discussion. Data from the CSILE condition provide a different picture of the students’ discourse and of the use of the proforma. In addition to self-regulatory processes there is significantly more monitoring and regulation of others’ ideas and actions. As suggested from the case-study, students who were relatively uninvolved in the face-to-face condition found more of a voice in the CSILE condition. The proforma becomes a tool for recording (and making collaboratively
available) individual students’ ideas and actions. Students could rise above the proforma itself, using it to talk about ideas rather than as starters for what to say. In the case-study data we saw examples of students coordinating work, dividing up the problem space so that they could take charge of the whole task in more effective ways. While there is a trend that suggests there was more of such activity in the CSILE condition, results are not statistically significant. As suggested in the introduction, this is the most demanding of the meta-processes that we aimed to support. Participants must think of the task as a whole, construct plans to get more productive contributions from each participant, and then synthesize inputs from all participants. Encouraging more of such activity represents an important challenge for next generation CSILE-designs.

The present research demonstrates powerful regulatory processes in learning, and points to the importance of educational software designs to support such meta-processes. CSILE aims to enable rich interaction between written and oral discourse, between individual and group processes, and personal and consensual ideation. As results suggest, more integrative approaches to discourse forms enhance regulative processes as compared to face-to-face interactions alone.

Types of regulatory processes employed by students appear highly dependent on the kinds of discourse supports provided. In previous work we have highlighted student theory construction, and students have demonstrated impressive abilities along these lines (Scardamalia, Bereiter and Lamon, 1994). In the present study, discourse of the sort found in scientific research groups was facilitated, and students in the CSILE condition took on more of the discourse forms presumed to typify scientific research. For example, scientists accept or reject hypotheses depending on whether they are alone or in research groups (Dunbar, 1995). This is similar to the examples above where we saw student A reject the causality of mass on his own. However, under scrutiny in collaboration with B, B pointed out that the way the data were interpreted was incorrect. This led A to reject his initial interpretation and to confirm the hypothesis ‘mass does matter’. It appears that the supports for scientific discourse, when embedded in CSILE, encourage cognitive processes similar to those discussed by Dunbar (1995). However, the scientist in Dunbar’s study did not use a similar type of technology. Therefore, one future direction would be gaining understanding of the distinctive role that technology might play, and how such discourse might be supported without technology.

This study represents what Dunbar (1995) refers to as an "in-vivo" investigation -- that is, an inquiry into processes within the classroom culture as opposed to studying them in a laboratory setting. The CSILE context was a productive environment in which to study the special affordances of oral and written discourse and technology in framing cultures of understanding. However, this situation also had important limitations such as the number of subjects and classrooms. A larger sample size might have yielded more convincing evidence. An additional limitation is that the data were viewed from only one perspective. The oral data are really messier than the framework suggests. However, after progressive passes through the data, a plausible set of constraints was proposed and these allowed the building of the present framework of analysis. It would be possible to adopt other perspectives, with alternate views of the data. Nonetheless, the present framework allowed us to understand knowledge-building processes in CSILE from an important theoretical perspective.

As suggested in the introduction, innovations surrounding use of oral and written discourse in learning environments can be thought of as efforts to facilitate increased monitoring and reflection. The present study aims to see these different discourse forms and media treated from a more integrated perspective. As designers of technology we can amplify what we already can do and what we already know and create new possibilities for the growth of knowledge. As the present study suggest, students in the CSILE condition engage in more of the meta-processes found in scientific research groups (Dunbar, 1995). As knowledge construction becomes communal, it becomes something more than what happens in the head of the learner. In fostering intentional inquiry and collaborative production of knowledge we hope to shift the focus of education from inward to outward, from the inner self to the self in the social world.
Figure Captions

Figure 1. The proportion of meta-process exchanges in oral discourse.

Figure 2. The proportion of proforma terminology in oral discourse across the face-to-face and CSILE conditions.

Figure 3. The proportion of meta-process oral discourse viewed by sub-category.
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